HOW IT WORKS

Search for content using
RightFind, PubMed or another
discovery platform.

RightFind

®

Get full-text articles from company
subscriptions, Open Access and
internal documents.

The content you need – anytime, anywhere.

At Copyright Clearance Center, we know that getting to the right
content is often a challenge. The RightFind® content workflow
solution connects you and your colleagues with fast, easy access
to the full range of high-value published content you want —
anytime, anywhere. Advanced administrative features offer the
ability to configure the solution to meet the unique needs of your
employees, while sophisticated usage and spend analytics provide
valuable insight into how published information is used within
your organization.
RightFind integrates seamlessly with your CCC/RightsDirect
Copyright License to facilitate copyright-compliant collaboration.
The result? You save money by accelerating the flow of research,
maximizing the value of your subscriptions and streamlining your
information management operations.

Purchase articles that aren’t in your
company holdings.

See the rights you have to share
that content.

Track content usage and spending
to inform future purchases.

POWERFUL FEATURES TO ACCESS, SHARE, TRACK
AND MANAGE CONTENT
Seamless workflow integration
Employees can search within RightFind to find content, or they may use another search
and discovery platform. RightFind easily integrates with most discovery platforms through
industry standard Open URL integrations and robust APIs to support integrations with
third-party products.
Speed up innovation with faster content access
RightFind searches across your digital library and company subscriptions, Open Access
sources and our document delivery collections to get full-text articles to employees
faster. If users want an article that isn’t in your holdings, they can buy it on the spot with
RightFind’s instant document delivery capabilities through our database of over 100
million Scientific, Technical and Medical (STM) citations.

Copyright Clearance Center
(CCC) is a global leader in content
management, discovery and delivery
solutions. Through its relationships
with those who use and create
content, CCC drives market-based
solutions that accelerate knowledge,
power publishing and advance
copyright. With its subsidiaries
RightsDirect and Ixxus, CCC provides
solutions for millions of people from
the world’s largest companies and
academic institutions.

Easily collaborate with colleagues across your company
Designed with collaboration in mind, RightFind’s shared libraries make it easy to store,
organize, and tag articles by project, team or customized for your specific workflow.
You can also allow employees to follow, share, rate, review and comment on content.
Make data-driven content decisions
To help you track spending and content usage, RightFind gives you real-time
analytics. See what published material employees use most by geographic location,
department or individual employee to prioritize future content purchases.
Simplifies copyright compliance
RightFind works with your CCC/RightsDirect Copyright License to show exactly how you
and your colleagues can share and reuse published material. Our rights management
technology is the only source for direct, accurate information about your CCC/RightsDirect
Annual Copyright License. RightFind accommodates both global subscriptions and sitespecific licensing, allowing you to control access to content down to the individual user.

RightsDirect provides content
workflow, document delivery and
rights licensing solutions that allow
companies around the world to
use, share and store content while
simplifying copyright compliance.
Working with partners around the
world, RightsDirect offers sophisticated
solutions tailored to the needs of
national and global organizations.
RightsDirect is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Copyright Clearance
Center (CCC) based in Amsterdam
with a presence in Tokyo and Munich.

REQUEST A DEMO
See how RightFind can help you
increase efficiency, streamline
employee workflow, strengthen
compliance programs, and
save money.
For U.S. inquiries:
info@copyright.com
978-750-8400 (option 3)
www.copyright.com/rightfind
For inquiries outside the U.S.:
info@rightsdirect.com
+31-20-312-0437
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